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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a generic, multi- classification with multi-objective genetic programming method is proposed
to design an optimal feature extraction phase followed by a simple threshold classifier. This is implemented
by projecting the pattern space into a decision space in which the discriminability between classes is
maximized. Three multi-classification decomposition techniques (One-from-n, Hierarchical, Single feature
space mapping SFSM) are applied to real world five datasets from the UCI Machine Learning database
have been used to verify our approach. These methods are primarily focused on multi-classes feature
extraction.
Keywords: Genetic Programming(GP), Feature Extraction, Multi Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Multi-category Classification
Typically in pattern classification, feature
extraction and selection is globally done, but in
problems with many classes and many features, not
all features will necessarily be good discriminators
for all classes. Moreover, many classification
algorithms are specifically designed to solve 2-class
problems. For a k-class problem ( k > 2 ) it can be
divided into a set of 2-class problems that need to
be recombined to make the overall decision for
each pattern. With dividing the problem into a set
of sub-problems, this process can be done either in
global mode, where these set of feature is shared
inside each sub-problem, or in local mode, where a
separate feature set is selected for each sub-problem
independently of all other sub-problem. Local mode
may increase the classification accuracy but may
also increase the computational cost for evaluating
the features over all sub–problems – which is
normally the principal computational cost of
evolutionary training algorithms. Generally, three
principal approaches (One-from-n, Hierarchical
and SFSM) have been used for this decomposition
which has been summarised in section 3:
1.2 Feature Extraction with Genetic program
Multi-Category Classification
A major challenge in pattern recognition is the
extraction (or construction) of new features from
the raw data to produce a better classifier figure1.
This can also reduce the computational complexity
of classification process since many datasets

contain large numbers of attributes, some of which
have little effect on the classifier decision. Genetic
programming has been applied to feature extraction
and selection by transforming the original pattern
vector into decision space. This mapping is
implemented using the set of functions available to
the evolution process, maybe linear, non-linear,
logical or any special function set suitable for the
application. It is not necessary (or indeed usual) for
all of the original features to be selected as
terminals for each GP tree which means the feature
selection task is accomplished alongside the feature
extraction task.

Figure1: Prototypical Pattern Recognition System

Each GP tree will map the input feature space to
a single dimension represented by real values.
Then, these output numeric values are translated
into class labels. For single-dimension mapping,
this translation can be either a simple threshold for
binary classification, or use multiple pre-defined
thresholds to form different regions in the
transformed decision space indicating different
classes. This way of labelling means GP is doing
both the tasks of feature extraction and
classification. The second approach is to use an
independent classifier to dynamically divide the
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output space into class regions. Many publications
have been presented which employ GP to find
feature extraction and selection stages combined
with different types of classifiers.
1.3 Multi-Objective Genetic Programming
The chromosomes in a genetic programming
(GP) population will ‘bloat’ – that is, grow without
limit without any accompanying improvement in
fitness. Research on the causes of bloat has been
recently summarised in [1]. Indeed, Langdon and
Poli[2]-[3] have shown that any variable-length
representation suffers from bloating. The objections
to bloat are similarly well-rehearsed: Excessive
computation times and complex solutions which are
held to generalise less well than more compact
trees.
Multi-objective genetic programming techniques
can be employed to overcome 'bloat' and to evolve
programs for less computational cost and to
generalise better than would be the case using the
standard GP. Recently a lot of work has been
published on using multi objective genetic
programming
in
genuinely
multi-objective
optimisation applications done and have been
recently surveyed in [1] but much of the use of
multi objective optimisation techniques in GP has
been aimed at controlling bloat.
Zhang and Rockett [4]-[5] applied multiobjective genetic programming (MOGP) to search
the feature space under the selective pressure
defined by multiple objectives driven by the Pareto
optimality concept. First, they mapped the input
feature space into a one-dimensional decision
space. Then they used Golden Section search as a
fast means of finding the optimal threshold of a
classifier for binary classification problems.
The parsimony pressure approach is one
approach used to solve bloat problem. It use a
multi-objective method in which the (strictly) noncommensurable objectives of problem-specific
error and tree complexity are handled in a Pareto
optimisation framework [4]. Here, given two
solutions of, say, equal error, the solution with the
smaller number of nodes is said to dominate the
larger solution, is more highly ranked and is thus
assigned a better fitness value. It is hence more
likely to be selected for subsequent breeding. What
results from the Pareto framework is not a single
unique solution but a set of equivalent solutions
which lie on a Pareto front (or surface) in objective
space and which delineate the fundamental trade-
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offs in the problem; no point on the Pareto front can
be modified to improve one objective without
simultaneously degrading another. Multi-objective
GP (MOGP) has a number of advantages: As well
as controlling bloat very effectively, it does not
require a pre-determined depth-limit parameter and
the tree depth is free to adjust to suit the problem at
hand. Zhang and Rockett [4]-[5] have successfully
used MOGP for a range of optimisations connected
with pattern recognition problems. RodríguezVázquez et al. [6] have also reported using MOGP
on a systems identification problem in control
engineering.
Recently a lot of work has been published on
using multi objective genetic programming in
genuinely multi-objective optimisation applications
done and have been recently surveyed in [1] but
much of the use of multi objective optimisation
techniques in GP has been aimed at controlling
bloat.
Rodriguez-Vazquez et al. [7] published a set of
papers starting in 1997 in which they applied
MOGP to non-linear system identification.
Individuals’ selection was based on the Pareto
dominance concept with two objectives: Fitness
and model complexity. Individuals were ranked,
based on how many other individuals dominated
them – fitness was based on their rank. They used a
fitness sharing/niching technique together with
preference information in order to better cover the
Pareto front and focus the selection procedure
towards specific regions of the Pareto front. Their
approach showed a similar or even better
performance in some aspects than conventional
techniques for non-linear system identification.
Instead of starting GP evolution with a random
population, Langdon and Nordin [8] constructed ifthen-else seeds from perfect individuals and used
evolution under parsimony pressure as a way to
enhance or keep good performance while reducing
the size of individuals to attain good generalisation.
Parsimony pressure is achieved by Pareto
tournament selection where individuals can win
either by being good or by being small. In this way
bulky if-then-else clauses were replaced by elegant,
short and general expressions. The technique is
demonstrated
with
programmatic
image
compression, two machine learning benchmark
problems and an insurance customer profiling task.
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Ekàrt and Nèmeth [9] used MOGP to control tree
bloat. They introduced a tournament-based
selection as a variant of the Pareto non-domination
criterion. This method selects solutions that are
fitter and not much larger than the members of a
tournament comparison set using a pre-defined
parameter. They tried this method on several
symbolic regression problems and Boolean
multiplexer problems.

strategy to explore the space of the feature subsets,
ii) an evaluation function and iv) a stopping
criterion.
Classifier
HFE
One to N
SFSM

Bleuler et al. [10] suggested multi-objective
optimisation for evolving compact GP trees by
adding the size of the tree as a second objective.
They compared SPEA2 to other bloat-reduction
methods: Standard GP with tree depth limitation,
constant parsimony pressure by adding a tree size
dependent term to the fitness function, adaptive
parsimony pressure by varying the complexity term
according to the performance of the best individual
found in the current generation, and two stage
ranking method where priority is given to the main
problem objective and then afterwards the program
size. Results showed that the multi-objective
approach maintained a lower average tree size
compared to other methods and evolved more
compact solutions slightly faster but without the
need to specify parameters.
Zhang and Rockett [4]-[5] applied multiobjective genetic programming (MOGP) to search
the feature space under the selective pressure
defined by multiple objectives driven by the Pareto
optimality concept. First, they mapped the input
feature space into a one-dimensional decision
space. Then they used Golden Section search as a
fast means of finding the optimal threshold of a
classifier for binary classification problems. They
used three approaches to transform multiple class
problems into a series of binary classification
problems: One-from-n, single feature space
mapping (SFSM) and hierarchical feature extraction
(HFE).

2

METHODOLOGY

In this work, an optimised feature-extraction
wrapper method is used by employing an
evolutionary process as a search strategy to
navigate in feature-subset space and there by
construct mathematical transformations which map
the input pattern space into a decision space which
has maximum discrimination between the output
classes figure2. To carry-out this search it is
necessary to specify: i) A starting point, as well as a
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Figure 2: MOGP Wrapper Feature extraction
Input
Training
Patterns
population

The search starts with a
of randomlycreated GP trees. Each GP tree represents a
sequence of mathematical operations which maps
the input patterns into a one-dimensional decision
space which is the output of the tree’s root node.
Then one of multi classification algorithms (One
from N, HFE, SFSM) is used to find the optimum
separates between classes. The output of the
classifier is used to evaluate the performance of the
feature extraction stage within the wrapper
framework.
–
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Starting point is reached by creating the initial
population of GP trees that represents feature
extractors. Initial population is created randomly
using the pre-defined terminal/function set and
randomly selected input features to be as leaves
of the tree.
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The training stage is conducted repeatedly as
follows.
•

The input training patterns are applied to
the input of the trees in the GP population.
Each tree is evaluated from bottom to top
until the root node reached. The output of
the root node represents a onedimensional decision space.

•

The multi classifier algorithms uses the
output from the GP individuals to perform
the classification task, hence evaluating
the 0/1 loss, the first component of each
GP individual’s vector of objectives.

•

A complexity measurement for each
individual (the number of tree nodes) is
used as the other component of an
individual’s fitness vector.

•

The evolutionary search for the optimum
individuals is conducted by applying the
evolutionary concepts of: selection,
recombination and mutation.

•

A pre-defined criterion is examined to stop
the search process when the final
population represents a set of high-quality
feature extractors.

–

In the test stage, test patterns are mapped from
the input space to the decision space using the
evolved feature extractors from the MOGP
Pareto front. The trained multi classifier is
applied to classify test patterns according to their
extracted features

–

Given the above, the next step is to a select multiobjective genetic programming strategy to
implement the evolutionary process with two
goals [11]: To find a set of solutions as close as
possible to the Pareto-optimal front as well as
being as diverse as possible. A lot of research has
been conducted in multi-objective genetic
algorithms which can be extended to multiobjective genetic programming..

–

In HFE and ONE to N approaches use policy to
determined optimal threshold value to decide
the final class label.

3.
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MULTI-CLASSFICATION
ALGORITHMS

3.1 One-From-N Approaches
The most common decomposition techniques is
one-from-n partitioning where for each class the
feature extraction process is done to separate one
class from all the other classes by combining all the
others into a single pseudo-class. This process is
repeated for each class which means we need k
feature extractors for a k class problem. For onefrom-n binary decompositions we also need a
policy to deal with patterns which are multiply
labelled to more than one class. A policy is also
required to deal with unlabeled patterns during the
all stages. For each model from the k models, all
the points in the training data are used to build a
feature extractor for each class. Then if the number
of patterns for each class is n the total complexity
of training isO (nk 2 ) .
The policy is using the threshold at each of the
classification stages is applied in the projected onedimensional decision space where the optimal
threshold value is determined by minimising the
misclassification error over the training set using
golden section search. We use Distance between
patterns and the mult-labelled patterns to decide the
final class label.
3.2 HFE Approach
In hierarchical feature extraction, the partitioning
of the problem is achieved by splitting it into
subsets and then further splitting these subsets until
no more splitting is possible. The choice of class
hierarchy plays an important role in the accuracy of
the hierarchical decomposition. This presents a
problem when the number of classes is large, as the
possible number of permutations of the hierarchy is
very large. If the hierarchy is balanced we should
obtain a hierarchy tree with log 2 k levels of
binary decisions. The commonest approach to
hierarchical feature extraction is to separate a given
class against all the other (k-1) classes which are
combined into one class table 1. For the next step
another class is selected from the set of (k-1)
classes to be separated against the remaining (k-2)
classes; patterns of the first class are removed from
this step. This process is continued repeatedly until
only two classes remain which are then separated.
A final stage is required to separate the last class
from all other classes’ patterns that were labelled in
error by the preceding stages and so deal with the
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‘leakage’ of these patterns down the classificational
chain. Again a policy is needed to classify any
unlabeled patterns that remain at the end. To
calculate the total number of patterns used for
training we will assume for simplicity that the
hierarchy is balanced so at each level from top to
bottom of the hierarchy tree the number of points
used in training is halved. It was shown in [12] that
the complexity of hierarchal feature extraction is
O (nk log 2 k ) .
The policy is using the threshold at each of the
classification stages is applied in the projected onedimensional decision space where the optimal
threshold value is determined by minimising the
misclassification error over the training set using
golden section search. We use Distance between
patterns and the mult-labelled patterns to decide the
final class label.
Figure 3: MOGP with The Single Feature-Space
Mapping

Table 1: HFE Approach Class Hierarchy
Class 1
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
…
Stage n-1
Stage n

Class1
Class2
Class3
…
Class n-1
Class n

Class 2
Class2 , Class3 ,Class4…. ,
Class n
Class3, Class4 …. , Class n
Class4 , Class n
…
Class n
Class1 ,Clas23 …. ,Class n-1

Table2 :Comparison Between Multi-Category
Classification Techniques
One-of-n
No of
Trained
Models
Training
samples

3.3 Single Feature Space Mapping
Another approach to dealing with multi-class
datasets without decomposing the problem is the
single feature-space mapping (SFSM) which
extracts features from the input space by mapping
them to a new decision space with better
discrimination between classes figure3. This new
decision space a single dimension feature vector. A
suitable classifier should be used following the
feature extraction stage using either static/predefined class boundaries or dynamic class
boundaries determined through the training process.
The SFSM approach requires only one model and
uses the training sample just once offering low
computational cost relative to the one-from-n and
pairwise approaches. In addition, it does not have
the problem of in hierarchal feature extraction of
defining an optimal class ordering. The three
approaches to multi-class decomposition are shown
in Table 2.

k

n k( k)

Hierarchica
l
k-1

n k log 2 k

Pairwise
k (k-1) /2

SFS
M
1

n k (k-1)

nk

4. THE UCI DATASETS
The datasets used in the current work are again
from UCI Machine Learning database [13], the
details of the datasets used can be referred to the
table3 (Datasets): Glass (GLASS); Image
segmentation
(SEG);
Teaching
Assistant
Evaluation (TAE); Thyroid (THY); Thyroid Gland
(TGD); and Wine recognition (WIN). The MOGPs
in this section are implemented using PCGP
strategy.

Table 3: UCI machine Learning Database
Name
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IRIS

4

150

3

Thyroid Gland (TGD)

5

215

3

Wine recognition (WIN)

13

179

3

5

151

3

21

7200

3

Teaching Assistant Evaluation
(TAE)
Thyroid (THY)

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Table 5:F-Statistic Comparisons of Classifiers on Each
Dataset
Dataset

Hence cross-validation is commonly used to
obtain a more accurate estimate of the empirical
risk, where the available data set is partitioned into
5 cv2 parts and then 5 cv2 individual training-andtest processes are carried out. The average test risk
now becomes the estimate of model generalization
performance. Sometimes it is important to analyze
the variance to provide a statistically significant
measure at a certain confidence level.
The statistically measure used to compare
classifier performance [14] where the F-measure
was calculated for TCR values with different μ
values to decide whether or not to reject the null
hypothesis that the performances of the two spam
filters were identical. Throughout this work we
used a 95% confidence level to infer a statistical
difference which is equivalent to an F- measure ≥
4.74.

Classifiers
N_H

N_S

H_S

WINE

8.25425

5.56709

6.29514

THY

1.14617

1.07998

1.66056

TGD

1.00473

0.91275

14.9644

TAE

0.64974

1.98347

2.79374

SEG

1.11225

4.57854

2.66342

IRIS

2.11111

2.59989

0.99999

The comparisons in Table 5 show that F-tests
were conducted between three classifiers of
MOGPs. Apart from the comparison between three
classifiers MOGPs over WINE dataset shows
difference between the mean errors is not
statistically significant, MOGP (Single step)
performs shows there is statistically significantly
difference with other classifiers over the five
datasets. From table 6-11 shows confusion matrix
each dataset over three approaches.
Table 6:Confusion matrix on IRIS dataset

5. RESULTS AND ANAYLSIS
For the five datasets UCI shown in Table 4,
MOGP (Single step ) has selected in generating the
best misclassification error, it can be seen that
although the MOGP (Single step ) method can
deliver good results in many cases, it produces the
(statistically) worst error rates of all classifiers for
the WINE datasets.
Table 4: Mean Error Comparisons of Classifiers on Each
Dataset

Table 7:Confusion matrix on SEG dataset

Table 8:Confusion matrix on THY dataset

MOGP
dataset

ONE-N

HFE

Single S

TAE

0.471404

0.479351

0.440404

SEG

0.04108

0.035312

0.02234

IRIS

0.029333

0.025333

0.02

WINE

0.025996

0.018231

0.054621

THY
TGD

0.042139
0.05469

0.035028
0.069948

0.024722
0.035352

Table 9:Confusion matrix on TAE dataset

The MOGP (HFE) method shows that performs
better in the WINE dataset and most of them are
still worse than the MOGP (Single step) method.
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Table 11:Confusion matrix on WINE dataset

Figure7 :MMOGP transformation evolved for the
Wine dataset

In Figs. 4 – 7 shows the trees which have been
generated by the evolutionary algorithms over
datasets. It’s clear that show MOGP (HFE) method
less in the number of nodes from the rest of the
approachs.

Those results are obtained by implement two
objectives for each individual in the final
population of 100 individual; misclassification error
and the total number of nodes that constitute the
individual trees. This result is after 20000 tree
evaluations for each dataset.

Figure 4:MMOGP transformation evolved for the IRIS
dataset

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper exploration for decision spaces of
optimal dimensionality is performed with multi
classification feature extraction. Three approaches
within the MOGP framework were proposed to
address the multiple class problems: one-from-n,
single feature space mapping (SFSM), and
hierarchical feature extraction (HFE). Statistical
comparisons have been carried-out for the three
approaches on six datasets containing multiple
classes. On most of them, the three approaches
introduced here give significantly better
performance although (SFSM) is the best of the
three on most datasets. the SFSM approach has
advantages as it was fast, simple.

Figure 5:MMOGP transformation evolved for the TAE
dataset

Figure 6:MMOGP transformation evolved for the TGD
dataset

In future work The combination of different
techniques allows us to make the most of several
methods, leveraging on their strengths and avoiding
their drawbacks[15].
GP can also evolve the setting for a neural
network, an SVM, ANN classifier or any other
conceivable classification mechanism. It is because
of its flexibility that the same tool (GP) can be
applied for different classification tasks, at a
preprocessing or postprocessing [15].
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